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About the Project
“EduStorytelling” (EST) aims at addressing the digital
skills and literacy gap affecting European adults coming
from disadvantaged backgrounds through the
methodology of Digital Storytelling (DST) as a pathway
to develop high-quality digital and literacy skills and
competencies. It will improve attitudes of peer-interaction
and cooperative learning, forming part of a
comprehensive digital literacy in order to foster personal
development, active citizenship and employability
perspectives.

Updates and news on the project

During April and May of 2022 two Multiplier

Events of Edu Storytelling project have been

held in Sassari, Sardinia with the participation

of adult educators and trainers and

representatives of the general public of adult

citizens, who had the chance to be introduced

to the specific project and its contents.  

The consortium during the last year had the

chance to finalize all the Intellectual Outputs

foreseen by the project; the IO1: “Curriculum

on Digital Storytelling in Adult Education”; the

IO2: “DigiStories Guide” and the IO3:

“EduStorytelling MOOC Modules and

Community”, The EduStorytelling MOOC stems

from the IO1 contents. Project partners

decided to implement this IO through the

creation of 2 short video lessons per each

module of the MOOC. 

All the output have been presented during

the Multiplier Events so that the

participants got the chance to be

introduced to the project actual results

and understand what the main topics and

objectives of them are.

Finally, the Joint Staff Trainin Event has

been realized in Stintino in August 2021,

11 people were participating at the 6 days

of activities. Objectives of the mobility was

to explorethe educational potential of DST

as an innovative instrument for enhancing

digital competences of EU citizens.

The mobility has been a great success, the

participants showed enthusiasm and

participated actively to each of the 6 day

of Joint Staff.
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